
We’re on a mission to
help you succeed.
Propel your career
with Wiley. 

Wiley Accounting builds the professional
and technical skills students need to be
competitive in today’s job market.
Whether that’s in an online course, in-
person class, or hybrid classroom, you
can trust that the courseware you’re
using delivers not only the
fundamentals, but also the hard and
soft skills needed to be career ready. 

That’s where we can help. With Wiley you get:

Courses built on best practices in
learning design
Industry-validated content and
expert insights
Workshop and trainings on the latest
trends 
Tools that build job-ready skills like
Excel, Blockchain, and Accounting.
Improved CPA and CMA pass rates

The Accounting profession is changing and expanding quickly, and students
entering the workforce are expected to do and know more. With changes in
technology, data analytics, and the emphasis on professional skepticism and
communication, firms are looking at certain skills to fill those gaps. Which
means, students and young professionals are challenged by understanding
those gaps and filling them quickly to be successful.  

Visit us at www.efficientlearning.com to learn more.

Bridging the Accounting Skills Gap

http://www.efficientlearning.com/


Bridge the skills gap
with our business
skills courses

Audit and Attest
Data Analytics
Financial Accounting and
Reporting
Tax
And more...

Visit us at www.efficientlearning.com to learn more.

Intro to
Accounting

AICPA
Certifications

Blockchain Excel PMP®

AR/VR

Learn the basics of
Blockchain, triple-entry

accounting, and tokenization,
and how they are changing

taxation and accounting
across industries.

Save time by automating
profits, losses, and margins.
Perform what-if analysis and
strategic analysis so you can

make better business
decisisions.

Pass the PMP® Exam faster with
our Review Course. Get Video

Lectures, 1200+ Test Bank
Questions, 3 Full-Length Mock
Exams, and more—and keep

access until you pass.

This course teaches you the
basics of accounting with a

special emphasis on
reading financial

documents to assess
company health and assets. 

 This course is designed for
executives, business leaders
and managers who want to

drive AR/VR strategy and build
teams to create these

experiences.

http://www.efficientlearning.com/

